Abstract-Energy harvesting (EH) combined with cooperative communications constitutes a promising solution for future wireless technologies. It enables additional efficiency and increased lifetime to wireless networks. This paper investigates a multiplerelay selection scheme for an EH-based two-way relaying (TWR) system. All relays are considered EH nodes that harvest energy from renewable energy and radio frequency (RF) sources. Some of them are selected to forward data to the destinations. The power splitting (PS) protocol, by which the EH node splits the input RF signal into two components for EH and information transmission, is adopted at the relay nodes. The objective is to jointly optimize: 1) the set of selected relays; 2) their PS ratios; and 3) their transmit power levels in order to maximize data rate-based utilities over multiple coherent time slots. A jointoptimization solution based on geometric programming (GP) and binary particle swarm optimization is proposed to solve nonconvex problems for two utility functions reflecting the level of fairness in the TWR transmission. Numerical results illustrate the system's behavior versus various parameters and show that the performance of the proposed scheme is very close to that of the optimal branch-and-bound method and that GP outperforms the dual problem-based method.
Optimization of a Power Splitting Protocol for Two-Way Multiple Energy Harvesting Relay System I. INTRODUCTION T HERE is currently considerable interest in energy harvesting (EH) as one of the most robust methods to perpetuate the lifetime and sustainability of wireless systems [2] . Many promising practical applications that can exploit this technique have been discussed recently, such as emerging ultra-dense small cell deployments, point-to-point sensor networks, far-field microwave power transfer, and dense wireless networks [3] .
Manuscript received October 30, 2016 ; revised March 9, 2017 and June 18, 2017; accepted July 1, 2017. Date of publication July 7, 2017; date of current version October 26, 2017 . Part of this work was presented at the IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference, San Francisco, CA, USA, March 2017 [1] . The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was R. Zhang One of the advantages of such a technique is to cope with the issues related to the supply of wireless devices located in remote or inaccessible areas. For instance, replenishing a new battery of sensors placed in forests or mountains using traditional wired techniques is not always possible. In addition, EH techniques enable networks' owners to have green behavior towards the environment as the devices will be powered by non-polluting alternative sources such as solar, wind, thermoelectric, or vibration [4] [5] [6] . Radio frequency (RF)-based EH, which is also known as wireless energy transfer, has been introduced as another effective harvesting technology where energy is collected from RF signals generated by other neighbor devices. Unlike other renewable energy (RE) sources, RF energy is widely available in the ambient atmosphere during all hours, days, and nights [2] , [7] .
Two main protocols are proposed in the literature for the RF-based EH technique [8] : 1) the time switching (TS) protocol where the EH node switches over time between the energy harvester equipment and the information decoder, and 2) the power splitting (PS) protocol where a portion of the received signal is used for EH and the remaining for information processing. Along with both protocols, three approaches can be employed for the renewable and RF energies and transmission management [9] . The first one consists of using the harvested energy without storing it for future use. It is known as the harvest-and-use approach. In the second one, known as harvest-use-store approach, the harvested energy is instantaneously consumed according to the system need while the remaining energy is stored for future use. The third approach, which is considered in this paper, named as harvest-store-use, consists of partially or totally storing the harvested energy before using it in the future.
On the other hand, two-way relaying (TWR) cooperative scheme has lately attracted a great deal of interest due to its potential in achieving higher throughput with a lower power consumption [10] . Unlike the typical one-way relaying (OWR) transmission approach, where four phases are needed to exchange different messages between two communicating terminals, the TWR requires two phases only. In the first phase, the sources transmit their signals simultaneously to relays which, in the second phase, broadcast the signal to the destinations using one of the relaying strategies, e.g., amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF). The terminals, acting as receivers, apply a self-interference cancellation operation to extract the desired data [11] . Multiple relay selection for TWR using AF has been investigated in [12] .
A. Related Work
Most of the studies proposed in the literature utilize the RFbased EH technique and the RE-based EH one separately. In cooperative relaying network, the RF-based EH techniques are mainly designed for the traditional OWR technique [13] , [14] . Nasir et al. [13] proposed AF delay-limited and delay-tolerant transmission modes and investigated the outage probability and the ergodic capacity for each mode. In [15] , a single relay selection scenario is discussed. The work presented in [16] proposed a continuous time and discrete time EH scheme based on TS protocol. The buffer-aided throughput maximization problem is proposed in [17] where both the source and the relay are considered as harvesting nodes and equipped with finite energy and data buffers. A low complexity suboptimal algorithm was proposed to maximize the delivered data to the destination. Atapattu and Evans [18] considered a hybrid model that combines TS and PS. They aim to optimize the TS and PS ratios in order to maximize the throughput. OWR single relay selection with outage probability derivations has been discussed in [19] under the causal energy arrivals scenario. Furthermore, approximated solution based on Markov chain has been used to make the relay selection decision. However, few studies dealt with RF-based EH with TWR scheme and they mainly focused on the special case of using one relay only. For instance, Liu et al. [20] studied the achievable EH TS throughput using AF relay without optimizing the total EH output for TWR system. Tutuncuoglu et al. [21] focused on RE EH scheme considering that all nodes harvest energy only from RE sources where the power allocation of all nodes for different relaying strategies are discussed. These works mainly focused on the special case using one relay only. The REbased EH techniques are mainly dealing with the uncertainty effect due to the randomness of RE generation and generally designed for point-to-point or cellular network scenarios [22] .
Recently, few studies advocating the combination of RF and RE EH solutions have been presented in the literature. They are essentially focusing on their combined implementation in practice for small wireless communication devices, e.g., Internet-of-Things-enabled devices and standalone sensor platforms [23] [24] [25] . The potential of employing these combined energy sources with low power wireless devices has shown an important gain in perpetuating the lifetime of these devices [26] . A cooperative communication network involving hybrid EH sources has been investigated in [27] where a joint relay selection and power allocation scheme is proposed for one-way DF multiple-relay system. The PS protocol is employed at only one selected relay to support the source transmission.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we introduce a framework of a hybrid RF/RE-based EH scheme using the PS protocol for twoway multiple-relay systems. With the AF strategy, the relays receive a superimposition of the terminals' signals and broadcast an amplified version of it to the destinations. This allows a faster transmission without processing delay compared to other relaying strategies. Regarding the EH protocols, it has not been proven in literature that one of the protocols outperforms the other since their performances depend on various parameters settings. However, in our previous study [28] , we investigated both EH protocols for the particular case using a single two-way relay. Results show that the PS protocol outperforms the TS at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels. Similar results are obtained in [29] . On the other hand, the study in [30] showed that the PS protocol always achieves a system outage probability lower than that of the TS protocol. It was verified analytically and via simulations that the gain of the PS protocol is superior to that of the TS protocol in terms of outage probability. The TS protocol for two-way multiple relays, but without relays' power control, has been already investigated in our previous work presented in [31] . Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the PS protocol for two-way multiple-relay systems. The relays are considered as energy autonomous devices that participate in the message exchange only if their energy budgets allow. Otherwise, they switch to the harvesting mode to replenish their batteries. It is known that RF energy alone is not able to completely power a small-scale device (e.g., sensors) [22] . Hence, these devices are supported by RE (e.g., small-scale solar modules) to guarantee their operations if available. Therefore, a multi-relay selection algorithm is proposed to determine the combination of relays to be activated during multiple periods of time.
The contribution of this work compared to others can be summarized as follows:
• A TWR system where the relays are powered by RF signals and RE sources simultaneously is considered. The proposed framework aims to maximize a throughputbased utility of the EH TWR system over a certain number of time slots while respecting the relays' power budgets and their storage capacity constraints. • An energy management scheme is proposed to determine the best relays to be selected for data transmission. In this scheme, the set of selected relays, their transmit power levels, and their PS ratios are jointly optimized. Hence, at each time slot, the selected relays are identified and their PS ratios and amplification gains to be allocated for the TWR communication are determined. This is optimized such that the harvested energy is efficiently managed and the problem's objective function is maximized.
• In this context, some of the relays are not selected and hence, do not participate in the broadcasting process. They continue harvesting energy from other transmitters (i.e., selected relays) to use it during future time slots. Therefore, two throughput-based utilities reflecting the level of fairness in the harvested energy management over the multiple time slots are investigated.
• Due to the non-convexity of the problem, a jointoptimization approach is proposed to optimize the system parameters. A binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO) algorithm is adopted to find the set of selected relays involved in the data transmission. To optimize other decision variables (i.e., relays' power levels and PS ratios), a geometric programming (GP) formulation is developed. It allows the achievement of a near-optimal solution of the problem [32] . The choice of selected relays depends essentially on the channel quality and the amount of generated energy at each relay.
C. Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the EH TWR system model. The problem formulation with the PS protocol is given in Section III. The GP-based optimization approach jointly implemented with BPSO and BB is proposed in Section IV. Section V discusses selected numerical results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A half-duplex TWR communication system consisting of two terminals denoted by S 1 and S 2 , respectively, and separated by a distance D is considered. These two terminals aim to exchange information between each other through the help of multiple self-powered EH relays, denoted by R l , l = 1, .., L, placed randomly within the communication range of both terminals. The relays are placed within a circle with radius D 2 and S 1 and S 2 are two ends of the diameter as shown in Fig. 1 . In Table I , we summarize the notations used in this paper.
We assume that each node is equipped with a single antenna and that S 1 and S 2 are not within their communication range. This might be caused by limited transmission power levels of the sources or the existence of severe blockage between them. We assume that the transmission will be performed in a finite period of time divided into B time slots of equal size T c , where T c is the time slot duration to exchange messages between S 1 and S 2 . The TWR is assumed to be hybrid RF/REbased EH scheme, where each relay can harvest from both RF and RE sources. By respecting the half-duplex RF EH constraint, each node cannot harvest from RF and transmit signal simultaneously. On the other hand, each relay can harvest from RE during the whole period T c .
In the first phase of TWR, which is known as multiple access phase (MAP), both S 1 and S 2 send their messages during each time slot b = 1, . . . , B, x 1,b and x 2,b simultaneously to R l , ∀l = 1, .., L, with power denoted by P 1 and P 2 , respectively. In the second phase, which is known as broadcast phase (BP), some of the relays are selected to broadcast the signal back to the terminals using the AF strategy with power denoted
The transmitted signal power levels of S 1 and S 2 during each time slot b are equals to as
where E[·] denotes the expectation operator.
A. Channel Model
We denote by h 1r l ,b , h 2r l ,b , and h r l r j ,b the channel gains between S 1 and R l , between S 2 and R l , and between R l and R j (j = l) during the b th time slot, respectively. The communication channel gain between two nodes u and v of the TWR system at time slot b is given as follows:
where PL uv represents the path loss effect andh uv,b is a fading coefficient with a time slot of length T c . In this paper, we consider the existence of line-of-sight (LoS) link between the sources and the relays. Hence, we adopt the following freespace path loss expression as follows:
where d uv is the Euclidean distance between the nodes u and v, ν is the path loss exponent, and PL LoS represents additional losses which depends on the environment. The fastfading effect,h uv,b , can be modeled using fading distributions considering the existence of LoS link such as the Rician or Nakagami models. Without loss of generality, all channel gains are assumed to be constant during the two transmission phases of TWR (i.e., one time slot).
Although it is more compelling to investigate scenarios assuming imperfect channel state information (i.e., the current and future channels are imperfectly known), in this study, we consider the scenario where channel states are perfectly known through prediction as discussed in [15] , [17] , [29] , [33] , and [34] . The results obtained in this paper constitute an upper bound for realistic scenarios and they provide a good insight on the behavior of the system over time. The analysis of imperfect channel state information scenarios are more elaborate and will be investigated in the future extension of this work.
B. Energy Harvesting Model
In this paper, two EH sources are combined, i.e., the RE and RF sources. We model the RE stochastic energy arrival rate as a random variable Watt defined by a probability density function (pdf) f (ϕ). In this paper, ϕ r l ,b represents the instantaneous amount of available RE during time slot b at relay l, where each relay can harvest from RE during the whole T c .
Define J b as the set of relays selected to cooperate with the terminals S 1 and S 2 during time slot b. The selected relays contribute in the data transmission and can harvest energy from RF signals coming from S 1 and S 2 during MAP. However, the non-selected relays remain silent and harvest energy during the whole period T c including the RF signals coming from S 1 and S 2 during MAP and from the selected relays during BP. The harvested energy is partially or totally stored to be used in future time slots. Denote by η RF and η RE the energy conversion efficiency coefficients of the RF and RE sources, respectively, where both η RF 
C. Relay Power Model
Since the energy arrival and energy consumption rates are random and the energy storage capacities are finite, some relays might not have enough energy to serve users at a particular time. Under such a scenario, it is preferred that these relays are non-selected and hence, continue recharging their batteries. Hence, each relay can be selected for transmission or not at each time slot b. The decision of relays selection is made centrally. The total power consumption of a relay, denoted by P t r l ,b , can be computed as follows [35] :
where a 0 corresponds to the offset site power which is consumed independently of the transmit power and is due to signal processing, and battery backup. a t is the power consumption that scales with the radiated power due to amplifier and feeder losses. a r is the consumed power when receiving signals, respectively. Finally, P r l ,b denotes the radiated power by the relay R l at a given time slot b. 
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, the optimization problem maximizing an achievable rate based utility for a two-way multiple energy autonomous relay system is formulated. The section starts by deriving the data rate expression of the system using the PS protocol. Afterwards, it introduces the problem constraints and decision variables. The used utility functions reflecting different level of fairness are then presented.
A. Data Rate Expression
In the MAP, the received signal at the l th relay during each T c is given by:
where n r l ,b is the sum of two noises: 1) an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the l th relay during time slot b with variance N r introduced by the receive antenna and, 2) a noise introduced by the signal processing circuit from passband to baseband and also assumed to be AWGN with zero mean and variance N 0 . In practice, the antenna noise has a negligible effect on both the information signal and the average power of the received signal as well [36] . Hence, we ignore its impact in (4) (i.e., N r N 0 ).
In the PS protocol, before transforming the received signal from passband to baseband, the relay uses a fraction of it for EH while it uses the remaining part for information transmission. Let us assume that (1 − β r l ,b ) is relay l's PS ratio during the b th time slot, where 0
corresponds to the part of RF signal that will be converted to a current, while the remaining part of the signal β r l ,b (
is used for information processing. The RF EH at the relays and the information transmission from S 1 and S 2 to the relays are performed in the first T c /2 phase, while the selected relays that perform AF strategy broadcast their signal to S 1 and S 2 in the second T c /2 phase as shown in Fig. 2 . In this protocol, the transmission in each phase is performed during T c /2. As it will be shown in the sequel, the choice of the PS ratios affects the system performance. Indeed, high values of (1 − β r l ,b ) will provide more input RF signal to the energy harvester receiver. However, this will reduce the power of the signal that will be forwarded by the relay to destinations and vice versa. Therefore, an optimized choice of β r l ,b will enhance the received SNR. On the other hand, the relays can compensate any loss in the received SNR by increasing their transmit power levels P r l ,b when needed.
The total harvested energy at the l th relay during time slot b for selected and non-selected relays, denoted by E h r l ,b , is given as
Harvested RF energy from terminals S 1 and S 2
The stored energy at the end of time slot b at relay l, denoted by E s r l ,b , is given as follows:
where E c r l ,b corresponds to the consumed energy by relay l during time slot b due to information processing and is given as:
and E le is the leakage energy within time slot b. Note that, initially, we assume that the battery of relay l may already have a certain amount of charge denoted by B r l ,0 (i.e., E s l,0 = B r l ,0 ). During the BP, the selected relays amplify the received signal by multiplying it by the relay amplification gain denoted by w r l ,b . Then, they broadcast it to S 1 and S 2 . Hence, the received signals at S 1 and S 2 at time slot b are given, respectively, as:
where n 1,b and n 2,b are the AWGN noises with zero mean and variance N 0 at the receivers S 1 and S 2 , respectively.
Assuming perfect knowledge of the channel state information (CSI), the terminals S 1 and S 2 can remove the self interference by eliminating their own signals (i.e., x 1,b at S 1 and x 2,b at S 2 ) [37] , [38] . Note that CSI estimation can be perfectly known at the terminals using training-based channel estimation [39] [40] [41] . The amplification gain at the relay l during time slot b can be expressed as [42] :
Hence, the SNRs at S q , q ∈ {1, 2} during time slot b can be expressed as follows:
whereq = 1 if q = 2 and vice versa. Hence, the TWR data rate at S q per time slot can be expressed by:
where W is the system bandwidth.
B. Optimization Problem
We denote byĒ s andP r the maximum storage capacity expressed in Joules and the maximum transmit power expressed in Watts at the relay, respectively. Let U(R b,q ) be the rate utility of the TWR system. Thus, the optimization problem of maximizing the TWR utility using multiple-relay selection while satisfying the energy consumed and stored constraints with EH PS protocol using AF strategy is given as:
subject to: (Consumed energy constraint): 
where
] L×B , and P r = [P r l ,b ] L×B are matrices containing the relays' states, the PS ratios, and the relay transmit power levels of each relay l at each time slot b, respectively. Constraint (13) ensures that the consumed energy during time slot b for any relay is always less than or equal to the stored energy at time slot b − 1. Constraint (14) indicates that the energy stored at a relay cannot exceed the capacity of its super-capacitor at any time. Constraints (15) and (16) indicate the limits of the transmit power levels and PS ratios, respectively. Notice that the formulated problem in (12)- (17) is designed to optimize the management of RE and RF energies for EH nodes using the PS protocol. The three decision variables directly depend on both the RE availability and the channel quality. It is known that RF energy cannot really contribute in covering the relays' constant power. It is mainly transformed to power the data transmission. Hence, if RE is limited during a given time slot, the corresponding relay might be forced to remain silent and harvest energy. Hence, the decision variables are directly interrelated with each other. Furthermore, the optimized solution may decide to keep a relay active by setting β r l ,b = 1 when the RF energy is low and the RE is high. Hence, the proposed approach is auto-deactivating the RF EH operation dynamically depending on the system's parameters. This is inline with practical scenarios where EH receiver are activating if the RF input power is higher than a certain threshold [7] .
C. Utility Selection
In this section, we present two different utility metrics that will be employed in the optimization problem given in (12)- (17) . These utilities reflect different degrees of fairness in the transmission over the B time slots.
1) Max Sum Utility:
The utility of this metric is equivalent to the sum data rate of the network for all time slots: [43] . This utility promotes the time slots with favorable channel and energy conditions by allocating to them most of the resources. On the other hand, the time slots suffering from poor channel conditions will be deprived from data transfer as they will have very low data rates.
2) Max Min Utility: Due to the unfairness of the max sum utility, the need for more fair utility metrics arises. Max-min utility is a family of utility functions attempting to maximize the minimum data rate over all the time slots [44] . By increasing the priority of time slots having poorer channel conditions, Max-min utilities lead to more fairness in the system.
Note that the max sum utility might lead to cases where there is no data transfer during certain time slots. This is because the system might prefer to harvest the maximum of energy during these time slots and then use it during the next time slots in order to maximize the total rate. Max-min utility can be employed to avoid this unfairness among time slots. If a terminal requires a certain minimum rate at each time slot b, max min utility impels the system to guarantee a non-zero rate at each time slot.
IV. JOINT-OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
Due to the non-convexity of the optimization problem formulated in (12)- (17), we propose to proceed with a jointoptimization approach where we optimize the binary matrix using the BPSO algorithm (or the BB method) and the other continuous decision variables (β and P r ) using GP. For a fixed and known , we apply a successive convex approximation (SCA) approach to transform the non-convex problem into a sequence of relaxed convex subproblems [32] , [45] .
A. Geometric Programming Method for PS Ratios and Relays' Transmit Power Optimization
GP is a class of nonlinear and nonconvex optimization problems that can be efficiently solved after converting them to nonlinear but convex problems [46] . The interior-point method can be applied to GP with a polynomial time complexity [46] .
1) Introduction to Geometric Programming:
The standard form of GP is defined as the minimization of a posynomial function subject to inequality posynomial constraints and equality monomial constraints as given below:
subject to:
where f i (z), i = 0, . . . , m, are posynomials andf j (z), j = 1, . . . , M are monomials. A monomial is defined as a function f : R n ++ → R as follows:
where the multiplicative constant d ≥ 0, and the exponential constants c i ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , n. A posynomial is a non-negative sum of monomials. In general, GP in its standard form is a non-convex optimization problem, because posynomials and monomials functions are non-convex functions. However, with a logarithmic change of the variables, objective function, and constraint functions, the optimization problem can be turned into an equivalent convex form using the property that the logarithmic sum of exponential functions is convex (see [46] for more details). Therefore, the GP convex form can be formulated as follows:
where the new variable t is a vector that consists of t i = log z i (see [46] for more details).
2) Approximations:
In order to convert the optimization problem formulated in (12)-(17) to a GP standard form, we propose to apply approximations for the objective and constraint functions. The single condensation method is employed to convert these functions to posynomials as described below.
Definition 1: The single condensation method for GP involves upper bounds on the ratio of a posynomial over a posynomial. It is applied to approximate a denominator posynomial g(z) to a monomial function, denoted byg(z) and leaving the numerator as a posynomial, using the arithmeticgeometric mean inequality as a lower bound [32] . Given the value of z at the iteration i − 1 of the SCA z (i−1) , the posynomial g that, by definition, has the form g(z)
where μ k (z) are monomials, can be approximated as:
. K corresponds to the total number of monomials in g(z).
Objective function using the max sum utility: For a given , we transform the sum-rate objective function as follows:
where z [β, P r ]. In (9), we ignore the noise effect in the denominator [47] [48] [49] . Without loss of generality, this approximation simplifies the subsequent derivations without having a significant impact on the achieved results mainly at high SNR level.
For notational convenience, let us define the following:
Hence, after some manipulations, (26) can be re-expressed as:
It can be noticed from (28) and (29) that f r l ,b,q (z) and g r l ,b,q (z) are posynomials, however, the ratio is not necessary a posynomial. Therefore, in order to convert the objective function to a posynomial, we propose to apply the single condensation method given in Definition 1 to approximate the denominator posynomial g r l ,b,q (z) to a monomial function, denoted byg r l ,b,q (z). The upper limit of the product K is equal to (L+1)(L+2)/2 and corresponds to the total number of monomials in g r l ,b,q (z) given in (29) . It can be seen that the objective function is now a posynomial because a posynomial over a monomial is a posynomial and the product of posynomials remains a posynomial.
Objective function using the max min utility: Since the log function is a monotonically increasing function then, for a given , we can simplify the problem by defining a new decision variable γ min = min b,q γ b,q , ∀b, ∀q. The objective function with this utility can be expressed as:
It can be shown that the objective function 1 γ min is a posynomial and we just need to approximate the corresponding constraints γ min ≤ γ b,q .
Optimization problem constraints: Next, we apply the same approximations given in Definition 1 to the inequality constraints to obtain posynomials that fit into the GP standard form. Let us define the following expressions associated to the different energy expressions defined in (5) and (7), respectively:
Hence, E h r l ,b and E c r l ,b given in (5) and (7) can be, respectively, expressed as:
By expanding E s l,b−1 , constraint (13) can be re-written as:
The equivalent constraint given in (38) is a posynomial over a posynomial. Therefore, we can use the same approximation used in (25) to lower bound the denominator in (38) i=i+1.
5:
Approximate the denominators using the arithmetic-geometric mean as indicated in (25) using z (i−1) .
6:
Solve the optimization problem using the interior-point method to determine the new approximated solution
The same approximation used in (25) to lower bound the numerator can be used in (39) byṽ r l ,b (z) and K = 2b.
3) GP Standard Form: By considering the approximations of (29), (38) , and (39) and given a fixed value of , we can formulate the GP approximated subproblem at the i th iteration of the SCA for the max sum utility as follows:
P r l ,b P r ≤ 1, ∀l, ∀b, (16), (17) . (43) For max min utility, in addition to the above constraints, we need to approximate the following constraint γ min ≤ γ b,q . Using Definition 1, the approximated subproblem at the i th iteration for the max min utility problem is given as follows: minimize z,γ min ≥0 1 γ min (44) subject to:
, (42), (43), (16), (17) . (45) wheres l,b,q (z) is the approximate monomial of
Hence, these optimization problems can be solved at each iteration of the SCA as given in Algorithm 1 where each GP in the iteration loop (line 3-7) tries to improve the accuracy of the approximations to a particular minimum in the original feasible region. This is performed until no improvement in the objective function is made. A parameter, υ → 0, is introduced to control the accuracy of the algorithm convergence as follows:
B. Selected Relays Optimization
In this section, we focus on the optimization of the relays' selection parameters represented in the binary matrix . The objective is to select the relays that will participate in the data exchange. The remaining relays will be kept silent to harvest extra energy for future use. This binary optimization problem is known to be non-deterministic polynomial time complete (NP-complete) problem [50] . Hence, we propose to employ a meta-heuristic algorithm, namely BPSO, to reach a near-optimal solution of the problem. The BPSO algorithm was firstly developed in 1997 by Kennedy and Eberhart [51] . The idea is inspired from swarm intelligence, social behavior, and food searching by a flock birds and a school of fish. BPSO presents several advantages compared to the other metaheuristic approaches. Hence, we choose to apply it in the joint-optimization approach. The main advantages are summarized as follows: (i) BPSO presents a simple search process and is easy to implement with few parameters to manipulate (e.g., such as the number of particles and acceleration factors for BPSO), (ii) it requires low computational cost attained from small number of agents, and (iii) it provides a good convergence speed [52] . Then, we propose to compare its performance to that of the optimal BB algorithm that will be described in Section IV-B2.
1) Binary Particle Swarm Optimization:
The BPSO starts by generating T particles (t) 
form an initial population S. Then, it determines the utility U achieved by each particle by solving the optimization problem using GP approach developed in Section IV-A (or the dual problem-based method for comparison purpose in the simulation results section). Then, it finds the particle that provides the highest solution for this iteration, denoted by max . In addition, for each particle t, it saves a record of the position of its previous best performance, denoted by (t,local) . Then, at each iteration i, BPSO computes its velocity as
where is the inertia weight and ψ 1 and ψ 2 are two random positive numbers (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ∈ [0, 2]) generated for each iteration i [51] . Then, it updates each element i of a particle (t) as follows:
where r rand is a pseudo-random number selected from a uniform distribution in [0, 1] and is a sigmoid function for transforming the velocity to probabilities and is given as:
These steps are repeated until reaching convergence by either attaining the maximum number of iterations, denoted by I, or stopping the algorithm when no improvement is noticed. Details of the joint-optimization approach are given in Algorithm 2. The maximum number of tests performed by the BPSO to converge corresponds to the number of times Algorithm 2 BPSO With GP for PS-Based EH TWR Using AF 1: i = 1.
2: Generate an initial population S composed of T random particles
3: while Not converged do 4: for t = 1 · · · T do 5: Find z (t) by solving the optimization problem for particle t using Algorithm 1.
6:
Compute the corresponding sum-rate R (t) (i).
7:
end for 8 :
e., t m and i m indicate the index and the position of the particle that results in the highest sum-rate). Then, set R max = U (t m ) (i m ) and max = (t m ) (i m ).
9:
Find i t = arg max i R (t) (i) for each particle t (i.e., i t indicates the position of the particle t that results in the highest local utility). Then, set U (t,local) = R (t) (i t ) and (l,local) = (t) (i t ).
10:
Adjust velocities and positions of all particles using (47).
11:
where the objective function is computed. It corresponds to the maximum number of iterations multiplied by the number of generated particles, I T.
2) Branch-and-Bound Method:
The performance of the proposed BPSO method will be compared to that of the BB algorithm, that will be also jointly applied with GP. BB was first introduced by Land and Doig in 1960 [53] . It is an optimal algorithm for solving combinatorial problems but it requires a much higher computational complexity compared to BPSO. Its complexity is not exactly measured but evaluated as exponential time complexity in the worst-case scenario and shown to be less than the optimal exhaustive search method (≤ 2 BL ) [50] , [54] . At each iteration of the BB, Algorithm 1 is executed to find the corresponding solution using GP. The BB is a search tree-based algorithm that iteratively solves the optimization problems given in (40) and (44) using their relaxed forms. In other words, the problems are solved for continuous solutions of in [0, 1] where the GP is executed to determine the optimum solution with non-binary values of . We denote the optimum continuous solution and the corresponding utility by * 0 and U( * 0 ), respectively. If the obtained solution satisfies the binary constraints for all elements of then, the optimal solution is reached. Otherwise, further steps are needed. The algorithm solves the problem assuming that the first element of is fixed to 0 or 1. Hence, the problem is split into two subproblems named the children nodes of the original problem called the parent node. If the solutions of these subproblems do not satisfy the binary constraints, they will be also split into two more subproblems. This process is called branching and will be executed until the optimal solution is obtained. In order to reduce the complexity compared to the exhaustive search method where all the possibilities are tested, the BB can stop searching in one of the directions of the tree if at any node, the cost function value is greater than a previously defined upper-bound solution. More details about the BB algorithm can be found in [55] .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, selected numerical results are provided to evaluate the performances of hybrid TWR system.
A. Simulation Parameters
We consider two sources S 1 and S 2 aiming at exchanging their messages during B = 8 time slots unless otherwise stated where each time slot length is equal to T c = 175 milliseconds (ms). In the following simulations, we consider the scenario of small wireless devices employing the ZigBee protocol [56] . Hence, the frequency carrier is set to f = 2.45 GHz and the system bandwidth is selected to be W = 2 MHz [56] . All the fading channel gains adopted in the framework are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Rician fading gains with a K-factor equals to 7.78 dB unless otherwise stated. The path loss parameters are selected as follows: ν = 2 and PL LoS = 0 dB. The relays are randomly placed inside a circle centered in the middle of S 1 and S 2 with a distance D = 50 meters unless otherwise stated. The noise variance and the efficiency conversion ratios are set to N 0 = −141 dBm, η RF = 0.4 [57] , and η RE = 0.3 [58] . For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that P 1 = P 2 = P s . The relay power parameters are given as: a 0 = 1.2 W, a r = 1.2 mW, and a t = 4 mW [35] . At each relay, RE is assumed to be generated following a truncated normal distribution with mean 2 W and variance 0.25 in the interval [0, 2.4] [59], [60] . RE is generated such that the constant power consumption of the relays, i.e., namely a 0 , is frequently handled. In other words, the transmit power consumption is covered by the harvested RF energy in addition to the available extra RE. The total stored energy cannot exceedĒ s = 5 J and the battery leakage is set to be E le = 10 mJ over every time slot b. A Monte Carlo simulation with 5000 iterations is performed to determine the average performance of the investigated TWR system using the BPSO-based solution given in Algorithm 2.
The BPSO is executed with the following parameters: T = 10 and ∈ [0, 1] is a linear decreasing function of the BPSO iterations expressed as follows:
where I = 100 is the maximum number of iterations. The joint-optimization approach using BPSO is compared to three other approaches: a BB-based solution with GP, a BPSO-based solution with the dual method, and a BB-based solution with the dual method. Note that, for a given , the dual solution corresponds to the solution obtained by solving the dual problem of the primal problem given in (12)- (16) . The corresponding solution represents a lower-bound of the optimal one due to the non-convexity of the problem (i.e., weak duality). On the other hand, the BB method achieves an optimal solution with respect to but it requires a very high computational complexity [54] .
B. System Performance
In Table II , we study the behavior of the TWR system for a given channel realization, a relay power budgetP r = 0 dBm, and a terminal transmit power P s = 0 dBm. The objective is to study in details the advantages and disadvantages of the max sum and max min utilities and the differences in the corresponding decision variables. It can be noticed that the use 
of max min utility helps in avoiding low rates achieved in certain slots with the sum utility such as the rates in slots 4, 5, and 8: R 4 = 2.12, R 5 = 1.32, and R 8 = 1.72 Mbps, respectively. However, this advantage is compensated by a lower total sum rate over the slots. With sum utility, the system prefers to harvest more RF energy in order to exploit it during next time slots to achieve higher rates. For instance, it achieves R 3 = 8.88 and R 4 = 7.96 Mbps with the sum utility instead of R 3 = 3.36 and R 4 = 2.88 Mbps with the max min one. In Fig. 3 , we compare between the performances of the two utilities by plotting the corresponding sum-rate versus the terminals' power levels P s for a TWR system transmitting messages over B = 8 time slots and equipped with L = 3 relays. The relays have a maximum power budgetP r = 0 dBm. The proposed joint-optimization approach is employed for a distance D = 50 m and is compared to the dual solution employed jointly with BPSO. Obviously, as P s increases, the total sum-rate increases up to a certain value. In fact, increasing P s allows the relays to harvest more RF energy and, at the same time, contributes to the rate improvement. The results in Fig. 3 corroborate those of Table II as, on average, the max sum utility reaches higher performance than the max min one. On the other hand, we notice a notable gap achieved by using the GP method instead of the dual method.
In Fig. 4 , we investigate the path loss effect on the system performance by varying the distance separating the terminals D from 25 to 200 meters with system parameters similar to those of Fig. 3 and P s = [0, 10] dBm. We notice that the achieved throughput is decreasing with the increase of distance D. This is due to the path loss effect on both the SINR and the amount of harvested RF. Notice that, for large distances, the achieved sum-rate is relatively high. This is mainly due to the extra RE generated. Indeed, as it is shown in Fig. 5 , the amount of harvested power using RF EH is no more available for data transmission as the harvested power is almost zero. This confirms that RF EH is only applicable within ultra-dense wireless networks and the importance of employing hybrid RE/FR EH technique with energy autonomous devices. Fig. 5 also shows that high values of terminals' transmission power P s help in producing more RF energy.
In Fig. 6 , we investigate the impact of the relay power budgetP r on the achieved sum-rate. Similar to Fig. 3 , asP r increases, the sum-rate increases up to a certain level where the TWR system becomes limited by the power budget of the terminals S 1 and S 2 . We also compare between the performance of the proposed joint-optimization approach (GP with BPSO) with those of GP with BB, dual solution with BPSO, and dual-solution with BB. We can clearly deduce that BPSO is able to achieve close performances to those of the solutions obtained with BB while presenting a much lower complexity compared to that of BB. Furthermore, GP enables the achievement of better solutions than the dual problem-based optimization ones.
In Fig. 7 , we compare the performances of the proposed approach with those of another suboptimal scenario where all P r l ,b are chosen to be fixed and constant (P r l ,b =P r ). This is performed to show the importance of the optimization of the relay transmit power levels simultaneously with the PS ratios and its impact on the reached sum-rate. We adopt the GP-based solution to optimize the PS ratios β. For instance, for lowP r level, it can be noticed that optimizing both P r and β outperforms the fixed P r case by more than 1.5 Mbps when using the max sum utility. However, for highP r level, the sum-rate drops significantly with the fixed P r optimization, while with the optimized P r case, the achieved sum-rate remains constant. Indeed, for fixed P r , some of the relays are non-selected in order to respect their storage constraints and hence, the energy is consumed in an un-optimized manner which results in performance degradation.
In order to show the benefits of employing the RF EH technique jointly with the RE to power the energy autonomous relays, we investigate, in Fig. 8 , the impact of optimizing the PS ratios β by comparing it to two other cases: i) assuming the absence of RF EH (i.e., β r l ,b = 1, ∀r l , ∀b) so that the relays are using the RE only and ii) assuming fixed PS ratios for all the relays, β r l ,b = 0.5. The results are illustrated for two different distances separating the sources D = {10, 100} meters for two power budgets values {0,10} dBm. We notice that at high distance (D = 100 m), the RF energy signal has no effect on the achieved data rate (i.e., sum-rate). Indeed, optimizing β or setting it to 1 provides the same results. This shows that the system is only depending on the RE energy. Using constant β leads to very bad results mainly for mobile sources as this setting forces the input signal at the relay level to be splitted into two components. Hence, adaptive and optimized PS ratios is mandatory for such scenarios. For short distances (D = 10 m), we notice that the RF energy, when available, plays a role in enhancing the achievable rates which is increased by around 1 Mbits/s compared to the one of the case using RE only. This confirms that RF EH is applicable for short range communication only. As discussed earlier, higher transmit power budget levels of the sources enhance the achievable rate in general as it increases the resulting SNRs.
C. Convergence Speed
The analysis of convergence speed of the proposed solution is studied in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . In Fig. 9 , we compare between the performances of BPSO using max sum utility and those of the BPSO with the max min utility by investigating their convergence speed defined by the number of iterations needed to reach convergence. Note that an iteration in Fig. 9 corresponds to one iteration of the "while loop" given in Algorithm 2 (i.e., line [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In other words, it corresponds to one iteration of BPSO but it includes the execution of the SCA. The figure shows that BPSO achieves its near optimal solution with few iterations only (i.e., 10-20 iterations). In BPSO, we executed it for at most 100 iterations and we stop it if the achieved utility remains constant for a certain number of consecutive iterations.
In Fig. 10 , we plot number of GP iterations needed to find the best approximation solution given in Algorithm 1 (line 3-7) for each BPSO iteration. In other words, each dot in Fig. 10 represents the required GP number of iterations for a specific BPSO iteration. It can be shown that GP requires a very small number of iterations to converge for a best approximation solution. Feasibility and sensitivity of GP are given in [46] .
In Table III , we compute the average CPU times in seconds for all algorithms (BPSO or BB using GP or dual problem based approach at each iteration) and record the iteration number (denoted by I * ) needed to reach the near optimal solution of the joint optimization (i.e., optimizing , β, and P r ), which exactly marks the instant when the algorithm achieves its steady state utility. The simulation is run for 100 realizations and L = 3 and B = 8. On average, BPSO is much faster than BB (optimal with respect to ). It requires less time to converge, and achieves close performance to those of BB as shown in Fig. 4 . By increasing the number of particles, BPSO may enhance the convergence efficiency of the algorithm to reach very close performance to BB. However, it requires more CPU times as they need to perform more additions and multiplications during each iteration. Note that all tests were performed on a desktop machine featuring an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU and running Windows 7. The clock of the machine is set to 3.6 GHz with a 16 GB memory.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a multiple-relay selection scheme for power splitting protocol-based energy harvesting two-way relaying system. The relays harvest energy from renewable energy and radio frequency sources. We formulated an optimization problem aiming to maximize the total sum-rate over multiple time slots. Due to the non-convexity of the optimization problem, we adopted a joint-optimization approach based on binary particle swarm optimization and geometric programming. The proposed solution enables the system to achieve near optimal solutions with a significant gain compared to dual problem-based solution. The behavior of the TWR system is studied via multiple numerical simulations.
In our ongoing work, we will study a more realistic scenario where uncertainty aspects are considered.
